
Russian Banks Reject More than 60% of
Loan Applications
Approval rate falls as government efforts to combat credit bubble
kick in.
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Russian banks turned away 63% of Russian loan applications in 2019. Peter Kovalev / TASS

Russian banks rejected more than six in every 10 loan applications made last year, new data
has shown.

The National Bureau of Credit History said only 36.9% of requested loans were granted in
2019, down from 41% the year before, Russian news site RBC reported, as it appears stricter
regulations from the government and the Central Bank designed to cool a potential consumer
credit bubble are starting to have an impact.

The approval rate for payday and short-term loans — or unsecured credit — was even lower
at just 33.9%, while banks granted two-thirds of safer mortgage applications. The rate is still
higher than the record low of 2016, when, following a deep recession and sharp devaluation of

https://www.rbc.ru/finances/14/01/2020/5e1c91b89a79476cad759d0b?from=from_main


the ruble, only 10% of loan applications were approved.

In a bid to quell fears of an emerging consumer credit bubble, the Central Bank made it more
expensive for banks to lend to riskier customers last year by forcing them to hold more cash
on their balance sheets. It also limited the daily rate of interest which can be charged on
short-term loans.

Related article: Russia Tightens Loan Rules, Again

Analysts said such measures reduced the availability of cheap loans and pushed down the
growth of retail credit toward the end of 2019.

Meanwhile, a separate report from ratings agency Fitch, published last week, showed Russian
banks had been overestimating the creditworthiness of their borrowers before the new
regulations came into force in October 2019.

The safe the borrower, the lower the chance of a default, and the lender is thus required to
keep less capital on its balance sheet. However, the Central Bank employs a much stricter set
of criteria for determining how solvent a borrower is than the banks’ own internal models,
leading to a mismatch between the quality of the banks’ loan portfolios.

Fitch analysts said: “The difference ... reflects the [new] requirement for banks to include only
officially confirmed income … when calculating the regulatory payment-to-income (PTI)
ratio [of borrowers]. The PTI ratio that banks calculate for underwriting purposes typically
includes other income based on estimates or interviews with borrowers: the difference is
often significant.”

Related article: In Search of Better Quality of Life, Russians Lean on Credit

While under the banks’ calculations less than one in 10 borrowers had a PTI ratio of above
80% — meaning loan repayments account for at least 80% of a borrower’s monthly income
— the Central Bank’s calculations show almost one in four lenders fall in this bracket. 

Some banks had also excluded credit cards — which account for around one-third of all
unsecured lending in Russia — from their calculations, Fitch said, thus freeing-up more cash
to lend out to consumers. 

According to the ratings agency, banks are lobbying the Central Bank to come up with more
flexible regulations and definitions in a bid to reduce the difference between the two
assessments.
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